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Xinix World Partners Get More

TO MAKE MORE

Xinix World products and support empower our partners to build and grow 
telecom companies that succeed against competitors and make more money
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Our Solution
Advanced Simplicity

Solution Contents:

1. All the components of the telecom puzzle

2. Custom solutions to win the next deal

3. The advantage of a global presence

4. Constant innovation to support constant growth

5. Reliability and stability for a product to stand behind

6. Superior customer service and support

7. Scalability that can be attained and sustained

8. Value adding features for a competitive edge

9. Marketing assistance to promote the product

10. Sales assistance to increase profits
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How Xinix World
Gives you more to make more

1. All the Pieces

Telephony companies are like jigsaw puzzles and the pieces are telephony, billing, security, 
mobility, and any other key components. By combining ALL of these pieces in one 
unified communications suite, Xinix World saves you on costs, avoids compatibility issues, and 
gives your company an immediate edge over less complete competitors. Telco-in-a-box can 
meet all of your needs in one integral product, letting you build or grow with fewer worries.

2. Custom Solutions

Losing sales due to one missing component or a lack of compatibility is frustrating to both the  
vendor and the buyer. Xinix World designs custom solutions so you can provide exactly what 
your next customer wants.

3. Global Presence

With employees and partners in more than 50 countries across the world, Xinix World has a 
vast global reach. This means greater experience and knowledge to share with partners. We 
have worked with all kinds of markets, organizations, and governments, enabling us to advise 
and support telecoms looking for growth without restraints.
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How Xinix World
Gives you more to make more

4. Constant Innovation

In any rapidly advancing industry, it is vital to stay ahead of the trends or risk getting 
trampled. Through constant research and ongoing development, Xinix World keeps up-to-
date and shares our innovation with partners. If you doubt the value of innovation, just 
consider mobility. Even a few years ago a solution with only telephony  and billing tools would 
have been considered  complete. But today, that solution would be lacking mobility. 
Innovation excites prospective clients and creates a competitive edge.

5. Stable Products

Even the best marketing strategies and the most convincing sales teams cannot sell and support 
a product that does not work. If they do make a sale, it will be difficult to sustain the customers. 
Xinix World has the highest standards for product reliability and stability, subjecting all to 
vigorous testing before testing in-house for six months and then releasing to partners in a 
controlled manner. We give our partners a product they can be proud to promote and support for 
years. In the case of any bugs or errors, regular updates return the product to a stable state.

6. Customer Service

Xinix World believes strongly that closing a deal is just the beginning of a relationship. We stay 
close by our partners as they grow, rooting for their success along the way. Support is not 
just about answering: “nothing works, help.” It is really about addressing the “how do I?” 
questions and challenges. It is about enabling partners to win the next deal.
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How Xinix World
Gives you more to make more

7. Scalability

The logical goal of any modern Telecom is to grow. Grow the company, grow the market, grow 
the product - any or all are common ambitions. Telco-in-a-Box is designed for affordable and  
sustainable scalability. Scaling up is low-risk and as easy as a conversation with your Account  
Manager. Growth does not require a new system with up-front investments or new equipment. 
And in case growth is seasonal or reaches a lull, scaling back down is just as easy (if you choose our 
Rented or Hosted options) with no major financial loss or equipment downgrade.

8. Value-Adding Features

When it comes to choosing between similar solutions and providers, the feature set is often the 
deciding factor. Sometimes all it takes is one flashy feature to win the deal, even if you suspect it 
may seldom be used. Based on our constant innovation, Xinix World takes pride in providing all 
of the latest features that add value to our partners solutions. Aside from winning more deals, a 
more extensive and modern feature set justifies a higher priced product, so partners can earn 
more from each sale.

9. Marketing Assistance

Xinix World knows our product best of all (although, over time, some partners can challenge 
that statement!). All of our marketing materials are available as PDFs, videos, powerpoints, 
and Educasts for partners to rebrand and use for their own purposes.
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How Xinix World
Gives you more to make more

10. Sales Assistance

Our Account Managers help win business every day. Whether this means providing you with 
everything you need or offering advice on presentation and the features to stress. Particularly for 
larger deals, we can bring all of our experience and collateral together. Our references become 
your references.

Join Us Today!

To become a Xinix World partner and start making more profit, email us at 
partners@xinixworld.com.

Browse through our product pages to start choosing your custom solution today.

https://www.xinixworld.com/
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About Us
Xinix World

Xinix World

was the first company to deliver Open Source Communications Software as a 
Professional Turnkey Solution in 2004.

By combining the best of open source telephony and its own proprietary 
software, Xinix World provides clients with turnkey solutions that take 
account of their exact needs within a very cost-effective framework.

Xinix World seeks to provide a unique combination of quality and value. 
This mix includes royalty-free software, vibrant open source communities, 
and custom development backed by accountable, professional support 
services.
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activeSWITCH 
Worldwide
Deployment

RoW

Europe

North America60%
25%
15%

Financials

The company is private, driven by 
the founders, profitable and debt 
free.

Global Reach

We have deployed on every continent. 
Our products are being used daily 
by One-person Businesses, SMBs, 
Governments, Telcos and Blue Chip 
Corporations.

Strategy

To focus on the production of quality 
systems while building solid, lasting 
relationships with local partners to 
achieve the furthest, fastest reach 
for our products.

Xinix World 
483 Green Lanes, 
Palmers Green, London, 
N13 4BS
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 7586 6660 
Tel: +44 (0)80 0520 0300 
sales@xinixworld.com

Sales Line
0800 5200 300

Switchboard
03300 882 269

Partner Support
03300 882 262
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